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The brave new world of GDPR compliance

• Under GDPR, a cloud service provider (as processor) and its customer (as 

controller) have increased compliance obligations and mutual-dependencies

• GDPR compliance requirements are likely to be overwhelming in scale and 

complexity for many organisations (including, but by no means only, SMEs) 

• CSPs are making claims not only about their own GDPR compliance but 

also how they can facilitate their customers’ compliance

• We looked at 13 major CSPs’ DP Agreements in the light of Art 28 GDPR 

and considered the boundaries of the concept of Compliance as a Service





…what are CSPs promising?

But first...



 Compliance with security standards

 Compliance-enabling services

 Compliant DP Agreement

 Conformity with a Code of Conduct (CISPE)













DP Agreements: themes 

1. Relationship between cloud customers & CSPs

2. Security obligations

3. Personal Data Breach Notification

4. Audits

5. Data Subjects’ requests

6. Transfers of personal data outside of the EEA



1. Cloud customers & CSPs: a symbiotic relationship 
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2. Security obligations

• Responsibility on both controllers & processors 

• ‘Appropriate’ measures 

o state of the art, cost of implementation

o Article 32 

• Assessment of risk:

o nature of cloud service, scope, context & purposes of processing

o risk to rights and freedoms of natural persons

• Demonstrating compliance:

o Codes of conduct (CISPE, EU Cloud, CSA) 

o Certification



3. Personal Data Breach Notification
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4. Audits 
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5. Data Subjects’ requests
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6. Transfers of personal data outside the EEA
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Transfers of personal data: DP Agreements 

• Marketing commitments reflected in DP Agreements

• SCCs & BCRs incorporated in DP Agreements

• Hierarchy of transfer mechanisms

o BCRs over SCCs and adequacy decisions

o Why? 

• Procedural rules for third parties entering the SCCs 

• Data localisation commitments:

o Customer can choose where data are stored

o Provider uses only European sub-processors 



Where next for Compliance as a Service?

• What’s beyond security commitments, compliance tools and 

documenting the controller / processor relationship?

• GDPR compliance roles that might be outsourced include:

• Data Protection Officer

• EU Representative

• Most CSPs are staying quiet about this, but we did find one 

CSP that advertises both services…











…the increasingly exotic world of RegTech

To infinity and beyond...





…and are keen to hear about your experiences

We would welcome comments on our paper...

Thanks for listening!


